Programmers employ crosscutting concepts, such as design patterns and other programming idioms, when their design ideas cannot be efficiently or effectively modularized in the underlying programming language. As a result, implementations of these crosscutting concepts can be hard to change even when the code is well structured.
INTRODUCTION
Modularity is a software design principle that helps manage complexity: programmers decompose programs into smaller units, called modules, each of which can have an interface that both hides a module's internal implementation details and defines how the other modules in the system can interact with it. Modularity has many benefits, including modular substitution and interface checking. Modular substitution is beneficial because the implementation of a module can be changed without requiring changes to, or extensive retesting of, other parts of the system. Interface checking is beneficial because it can detect programming errors, such as type errors, which leads to improved reasoning over the module itself or over the uses of the module.
However, not every logical unit of a program, or concern, can be effectively encapsulated into a module. The inability of a concern to be encapsulated can be due to limitations in the programming language or the inherent nonmodular nature of the concern [Kiczales et al. 1997] . The implementation of a concern that cannot be encapsulated, called a crosscutting concern, is harder to change and harder to reason about than a modular implementation. As a result, the implementation of a crosscutting concern does not have the benefits of modular substitution and interface checking.
The visitor pattern is one example of a crosscutting concern that can be hard to change and hard to check. The visitor pattern is a traversal concern and is employed when a heterogeneous set of data structures needs to be traversed in a depth-first order [Gamma et al. 1995] . A simple conceptual change to the traditional implementation of the visitor pattern, such as use a breadth-first traversal instead of a depth-first traversal, would require changes to every class involved. Additionally, there may be other changes that are simple to express conceptually, such as don't traverse over cached objects, that may not require an entire rewrite of the system but still would be tedious and error prone to change. The visitor pattern is also brittle to changes made to the class structure, such as when a field is added to a class. For example, global changes are necessary when instances of a type that must also be traversed become reachable from a different class [Lieberherr 1996, p. 60] .
Unfortunately, such crosscutting is not rare. Crosscutting concepts, such as design patterns and well-structured programming idioms, are a common form of crosscutting and thus fall outside of traditional modular bounds, even when the program is welldesigned [Griswold 2001 ]. Such crosscutting concepts might be general in nature, like the visitor pattern, or domain-specific in nature, relevant only to a family of programs. As a result, even well-designed programs are susceptible to subtle bugs and will have to undergo changes that are crosscutting in nature.
In this article, we present a framework called Arcum, a tool-based approach that extends the benefits of modularity to such crosscutting concepts. Arcum's goal is to be a means for programmers to express their intentions to the IDE.
1 Specifically, our implementation of Arcum in the Eclipse IDE allows many kinds of crosscutting concepts implemented in Java to be automatically checked and replaced with alternative implementations, allowing previously difficult-to-modify code to become more fluid and flexible.
Overview of the Arcum Approach
The key challenge in maintaining the crosscutting implementation of a concept is that the relevant code is not localized to a single module. For example, the concept may be expressed numerous times in the code, constituting repetition: all of the traversal code related to the visitor pattern will commit to using the same algorithmic implementation (such as using the implicit runtime stack or an explicit Stack object).
Arcum copes with crosscutting using a match-and-replace paradigm. Specifically, the expected implementation of a crosscutting concept is expressed as a set of syntactic patterns and semantic constraints, called an option. With such matching, it is possible to find all instances of the implementation of a crosscutting concept, as well as check that certain properties are satisfied by that implementation. Such checks are applied at compile time, much like type checking. For example, an option for the visitor pattern can test if the traversal code does not mistakenly follow backward links back to parent objects.
In Arcum, once a crosscutting implementation can be found, it can also be replaced with a different implementation. However, rather than the programmer writing replacement rules (transformations) in a pattern-action style, the programmer instead writes a new set of syntactic patterns and semantic constraints for the desired implementation-a second option. Arcum can then infer the differences between the two options' patterns and internally construct a set of transformation rules and checks to achieve the replacement. The inference step is made possible by applying a modularity regime to the patterns themselves: an Arcum interface for the pair of options is declared, to which both must adhere. The interface is comprised of typed parameters and semantic checks, in which the parameters are program fragments (e.g., expressions) that are passed between the two pattern matchers: the patterns for the current implementation match existing code fragments, and the patterns for the desired implementation are run backwards to take the existing code fragments and generate new code fragments in their place.
Arcum declarations are auxiliary supplements to a Java program. A programmer may be motivated to declare one or more options when the need arises for either transforming a crosscutting concept or for better checking of a particular implementation. Once declared, transformation is merely a matter of specifying the replacement of the prevailing option with an alternative option. The correctness of such a replacement is aided by checks specified in the Arcum declarations. Because only patterns are declared and the transformations themselves are inferred, replacements can be run in both directions, that is, from one option to another and then back again.
Arcum declarations can be maintained as persistent, supplemental descriptions to a Java program, offering the benefits of substitutability and checking to crosscutting code. Being persistent-unlike a typical refactoring transformation invoked by a programmer via an IDE-an instantiated option is continuously checked (e.g., every time the program is compiled), not just during refactoring. Continuous checking ensures that the ability to replace the prevailing option with an alternative option is preserved. Also, due to its declarative nature, an option provides a precise mechanism for documenting a crosscutting concept and expressing the programmer's intentions for its implementation.
A unique benefit of the Arcum approach is that because Arcum declarations are supplements, the core source code remains unchanged so that programs retain exactly the same Java semantics they had before. The program is changed only when one implementation is transformed to one of the alternative options. Such transformations are always performed within the IDE at the programmer's discretion, by specifying a change in the prevailing option. The separation of Arcum code and Java code reduces the cost and risk of initiating the use of Arcum and enables late-stage adoption. Even though Arcum does not directly extend the Java programming language, its checks are a form of extension to Java's type system (achieved through additional error messages enabled by the user). Hence, the flexibility of the Arcum approach relies upon the expressiveness of programmer-specified declarations rather than upon the expressiveness of a new programming language.
Contributions
The primary contribution of this article is the description and detailed evaluation of Arcum, a new method for extending key benefits of modularity-checking and substitutability-to crosscutting concepts.
Arcum's declarative match-and-replace approach comprises two other contributions to the software tools literature.
-Arcum's use of interfaces to associate related sets of patterns demonstrates a practical declarative method for specifying a broad class of reversible code transformations. -The Arcum approach generalizes the concept of refactoring by unifying refactoring and program checking. The semantic preconditions employed by traditional refactoring tools use the programming language's semantics for guarantees of program equivalence. These semantics assume a strict model of equivalence in which behaviors are preserved in the same way across all programs, not allowing for a looser notion of equivalence based on module-level requirements. For example, even if a module interface requires that a list of objects be ordered, it may not specify how the ordering must be achieved (through quicksort, merge sort, or even some other method that obviates sorting all together). Arcum allows the programmer to express these module-level semantics as static checks that are continually monitored during the development process, thus guaranteeing that any violations would be caught when a refactoring is performed.
With these high-level contributions in mind, the following benefits accrue from the Arcum approach.
-Arcum provides an additional means for the programmer's conception of the program to be expressed. Not only does this give programmers the opportunity to document design decisions (and their alternatives) when a traditional modular solution is not possible, it also enables automatic checking of implementations, some of which may be specific to only a small family of programs. -The presence of a system like Arcum can change the value landscape of software development. Programmers can develop with advanced programming strategies, such as reflection or exotic design patterns, without a permanent commitment to them. Strategies with differing trade-offs (such as the many dynamic/static trade-offs in Java) can be adopted or abandoned at any time by instantiating alternative options. The Arcum approach enables the best of both worlds: the program can be written in the more expressive form for the current task and then effortlessly transformed into the more efficient form when necessary. -Commonly encountered design alternatives can be encoded in reusable options and interfaces, which can be parameterized to apply to many programs. In turn, these can be made available in the form of Arcum libraries for a particular software development group, for an entire organization, or even for the public at large. This would allow programmers at all levels of expertise to benefit from Arcum, even those who are not entirely familiar with the details of the Arcum programming language.
Aspects of the Arcum approach have previously been published in conference and workshop proceedings [Shonle 2007; Shonle et al. 2007 Shonle et al. , 2008a Shonle et al. , 2008b . This article provides a comprehensive and unified presentation of the Arcum system. Furthermore, this article contains the following new content.
-A formalization of the Arcum language's syntax and semantics. -A description of new language constructs. -More complex and realistic examples expressed in Arcum, including a visitor pattern example. -A more in-depth description of the execution engine for the Arcum language.
Outline
Section 2 provides an overview of the Arcum approach and shows how constructs that mimic modules (i.e., interfaces and options) can be practical in addressing a variety of crosscutting concerns. Section 3 presents a high-level description of the Arcum language. Section 4 describes Arcum's solver, which is used for both program checks and program transformations. To show Arcum's breadth of applicability, Section 5 presents a case study demonstrating Arcum's capabilities through several examples. Section 6 describes related work. Section 7 discusses possibilities for future work. Finally, we close with a few concluding remarks in Section 8. A formal description of Arcum's syntax is presented in Appendix A, and a formalization of Arcum's transformation semantics is presented in Appendix B.
THE ARCUM APPROACH
This section illustrates the Arcum approach with an example centered on a simple Java program that processes HTML image elements. Image elements in HTML have an optional 'alt'-tag attribute that specifies alternate text to display in place of the image. There are a variety of ways to implement this concept of alternate text in Java. For example, one can simply add a field named altText to the Image class that represents image elements, as shown in Figure 1 . Alternatively, if one expects the alternate text to often be absent (meaning that it takes on a predefined default value), then storing the alternate text in an external table can save memory at the expense of processor cycles. Such an implementation is shown in Figure 2 .
Even this intentionally simplistic problem can show the limits of what a programmer can prepare for or anticipate. If the change to attribute storage were not anticipated, then the programmer's code would already use the internal field implementation. Although the code shown in Figure 1 has only two reads (lines 11 and 14) and one write (line 7), in a realistic codebase, one would expect to encounter many references to the altText field that need to be modified. These references to the field may even be scattered across multiple modules (as was the case when we looked at the Polyglot codebase in Section 2.3).
Additionally, even if changes are anticipated, there are limits to how a programmer could prepare for it. In this simple example, the factory pattern would work if the programmer were careful, but that would only prepare the code for that specific field to be externalized. Realistically, only a relatively small number of changes to design decisions can be prepared for in code. For example, using the factory pattern solution to prepare for both internal and external representations of n attributes would require 2 n concrete object implementations. Ultimately, programmers make decisions that leave code unprepared for possible changes, making refactoring necessary.
The Arcum approach makes refactoring cases like the attribute example easier for programmers through automation, allowing changes to be made as easily as modular substitution. As a result code can be treated as if it were prepared for many combinations of possible changes; that is, the benefits of modular substitution can be extended to cases that would otherwise require complex sequences of refactoring operations. To compare refactoring with and without Arcum, we describe how a developer would refactor a large body of code from the internal field implementation of the alternate text concept to the static Map implementation, first using a regular IDE such as Eclipse (Section 2.1) and then using the Arcum framework (Section 2.2).
Refactoring Using Eclipse
A developer could use Eclipse's built-in refactorings in the following way to transform the code in Figure 1 into the code in Figure 2: (1) replace all references to the altText field in the original code with calls to getter and setter methods with the 'Encapsulate Field' refactoring; (2) manually edit these getter and setter methods to call the appropriate Map operations instead; and, optionally, (3) inline the calls to the getter and setter methods with the 'Inline Method' refactoring.
Although these built-in refactorings make manual modification less onerous, the problem remains the same: refactorings generally require many changes to be made to the code, and the tool performing the transformations is simply not aware of the concepts present in the code being manipulated. Refactoring without conceptual awareness results in a variety of drawbacks. (1) The application of a sequence of refactoring steps and manual edits is error prone and tedious-it is error prone, for example, because the manual editing of the getter and setter methods by the programmer occurs outside of Eclipse's meaning-preserving operations. (2) It is often difficult to switch between the original implementation to the refactored implementation. (3) The programmer can inadvertently introduce subtle bugs: for example, transforming f(this.altText = y) into f(Image.altText.put(this, y)) is an incorrect transformation, because the put method returns the previous value in the Map. (4) Little of the work done for refactoring the altText field can be reused for refactoring other fields.
Refactoring Using Arcum
The Arcum approach addresses the previous limitations by enabling programmers to formally capture concepts in their code. Rather than directly applying refactoring transformations, an Arcum programmer first declares behavior (in the interface) and implementation descriptions (in the options) for the code that will be changed. After the options and their interface have been described, the prevailing implementation can be replaced by any other related option. By default, the chosen option is retained and Fig. 3 . Refactoring in Arcum for Eclipse. The front-most window is a preview of the refactoring to be performed. In the background is Eclipse with an Arcum view at the bottom that shows a compressed view of the implementation's scattered code fragments. continues to impose checks every time the program is compiled to ensure that new or modified code also satisfies the transformation's pre-and postconditions.
Options and interfaces can be parameterized so that they can be reused by other programmers and applied to a wide variety of programs. Arcum's user interface is a simple extension to the Eclipse IDE, allowing refactorings like "externalize storage" to be applied easily in different contexts (see Figure 3) . Arcum refactorings can be invoked by the user through context menus associated with the user's mapping. A mapping specifies concrete arguments for an option's parameterizations. Figure 4 shows a mapping for the InternalStorage option to be the current implementation of the AttributeInterface. Figure 5 shows how the Image constructor from the example is transformed with Arcum. At the bottom left of the figure is the original Java code for the constructor, and at the bottom right is the desired target Java code. At the top of the figure is the Arcum code specifying the interface that both options implement. The declarations of the two options are directly below the interface: one using an internal field (the InternalStorage option), and another using a static Map (the ExternalStorage option).
Note that rather than designing a refactoring that applies only to the "attribute for alternate text" concept, the programmer has designed a parameterized interface so that it can be applied to any attribute of any class. In particular, the AttributeInterface from Figure 5 takes three parameters: targetType is the class for which the attribute is defined, attrType is the type of the attribute, and attrName is its name. The goal of parameterizing options is to make the options available for later reuse, rather than having to implement them from scratch.
The relevant part of the AttributeInterface code for this example is the attrSet concept ( Figure 5 , boxed), which represents all locations in the Java program where the attribute's value is set. The members of the concept, in this case setExpr, targetExpr, and valExpr, are fragments of Java code that are extracted from the locations in the code where the attribute is set. For example, targetExpr is the object whose attribute is being set, valExpr is the value that the attribute is being set to, and setExpr is the entire expression that performs the set operation. Arcum variables, such as setExpr, keep track of the source code location of the code fragment they represent. So, in this example, the setExpr variable identifies the location and scope of the set operation, which is later used to determine what portion of the code gets transformed or preserved.
Each option specifies a different implementation of the attrSet concept. An abstract concept is implemented by an option when it provides a pattern that identifies the fragments of Java code that are instances of the concept. For example, the pattern in the InternalStorage option (boxed) shows how a regular assignment to a field becomes an instance of the attrSet concept.
In the Image constructor example (Figure 1 ), line 7 of the Java code matches this pattern and therefore becomes an instance of the concept. Similarly, the boxed pattern in the ExternalStorage option states which Map operations become instances of the attrSet concept.
Arcum patterns declaratively state the association between a crosscutting concept and the various fragments of Java code that implement an option. A key feature of Arcum is that these associations are bi-directional: not only are the patterns used to build concept instances from Java code, they are also used in the other direction to generate Java code from concept instances.
The directionality of the association is determined by how the mapping is instantiated and later changed. As declared in Figure 4 , the InternalStorage implementation is the prevailing option at the beginning of the scenario. To refactor to the sparse implementation of the altText field, the programmer changes the named option in the mapping to ExternalStorage, which triggers a refactoring of the code.
In the scenario, the altText field is initially implemented as a simple class field and the conceptual flow of information in Figure 5 goes in the clockwise direction, following the direction of the arrows. For example, the field assignment on line 7 in the original code is pattern matched into a concept instance, at which point the references setExpr, targetExpr, and valExpr are bound. The newly constructed concept instance is lifted to the interface level and then pushed back down to the alternate ExternalStorage option, at which point the pattern, along with setExpr, targetExpr, and valExpr, are used to construct the replacement code.
Due to the bi-directional nature of patterns, the mapping can be changed later to perform the refactoring in the other direction. Because our approach explicitly and persistently identifies substitutable crosscutting concepts and their prevailing options, their consistency properties can be continuously checked. This makes future transformations easier to perform because the checking aids code compliance. For example, as mentioned previously, a programmer would like to prevent the incorrect application of the refactoring to transform f(this.altText=y) into f(Image.altText.put(this,y)), because the put method returns the previous value in the Map. This requirement is checked by the interface in Figure 5 with the check clause (where isExpressionStatement(e) tests whether the expression e is used directly as a statement).
The predicates in check clauses are checked continuously to make sure that developers don't accidentally change code in a way that prevents the crosscutting concept from being transformed. When such a check fails on a program fragment, the developer will see the fragment highlighted as a compile-time error (similar to type errors in Java) with a relevant message. The developer can then decide to either change the program fragment to make it pass the check or to change the mapping itself that caused Arcum to perform the check. Under some circumstances, the developer may realize that an alternative mapping needs to be employed instead. Overall, the purpose of continuous checking is just like type checking: to ensure that code conforms to the developer's stated intentions.
Much of the power of the Arcum approach arises from the fact that its transformations are focused on preserving the requirements as asserted in the interface, rather than preserving every detail of language-semantics-level behavior. We still call this refactoring because the programmer's intent is that an Arcum interface specifies the important behaviors that need to be preserved during transformation to another implementation.
Application of AttributeInterface
We applied our AttributeInterface Arcum code to the Polyglot extensible compiler framework [Nystrom et al. 2003 ], which uses advanced design idioms that could benefit from management by Arcum. To support extension, the Node class in Polyglot has two fields: del and ext. Based on their infrequent usage on a per-object basis, a sparse representation of these fields could conserve memory usage.
We first instantiated the InternalStorage option on these fields to recognize their current implementation and then externalized them by updating the mappings to use the ExternalStorage option, resulting in 13 and 12 substitutions, respectively. The net savings in memory was small for several test runs, about 10%, so we reverted the change simply by reverting the two mappings to use the InternalStorage option again.
In general, Arcum can be used in this way for experimentation. In particular, one might externalize a field to see if it actually saves memory on test executions and then, perhaps, only much later (after several other changes to the system are made, some of which affect how often such objects are instantiated) change it back. This kind of exploration would not have been easy in Eclipse alone, as discussed in Section 2.1. These benefits of modular substitution are something programmers are already accustomed to.
Arcum's Role in the Programming Process
Although Arcum adds another layer on top of their Java code which adds to what the programmer must manage, this layer can be beneficial to the development process. For example, the Eclipse IDE is a tool that the programmer must manage, but it provides multiple benefits, such as automated refactoring. For common crosscutting concepts, such as the visitor example, reusable Arcum libraries of interfaces and options can be accessed as commands in the IDE, as black boxes. Thus, programmers do not necessarily need to understand the details of the Arcum language to benefit from it.
When a programmer writes Arcum code directly, there is a learning curve, and the programmer must become familiar with concepts like pattern matching and predicate logic. However, the programmer is not additionally burdened by thinking at a higher level of abstraction (at the conceptual level), because it is likely that the programmer is already conceptualizing their program at that level. Thus, Arcum can be a means for programmers to explicitly encode their view of the crosscutting concerns that occur in their programs.
When used in a software development team, not all programmers need to become familiar with Arcum's language. It is feasible for a handful of developers to write Arcum code, becoming, in essence, the Arcum power users for the entire project and providing Arcum libraries that the other developers can use as black boxes without understanding how they work.
A program developed with Arcum can fit naturally in existing development processes because Arcum's options and interfaces are purely supplemental and do not change the semantics of the program, which remains in pure Java. As a result, executions of the program and the debugging of it are unchanged, allowing Arcum to fit in with existing environments, tools, and techniques.
However, there are some cases where changes to Java code can affect Arcum code. For example, if a program check is written broadly, it is likely that changes to the code can require changes to the Arcum code, either by changing a parameter in a mapping or by changing the check itself in the Arcum option or interface. In the presence of crosscutting, it is all the more important to have tool assistance for checks to make developers more aware of other affected design decisions in the program.
THE ARCUM LANGUAGE
The key construct of the Arcum language is the concept, which describes a collection of Java code fragments (Section 3.1). All Arcum code appears in an interface, an option, or a mapping. An interface (3.2) specifies the names and types of the concepts common to all options that implement the interface. An option (3.3) provides concrete definitions of the concepts in the interface by using patterns. Finally, a mapping (3.4) allows options to be parameterized for a particular application.
The Concept Construct
A concept is used to describe one distinct role, structure, or operation that occurs in the context of a complete crosscutting concept's implementation (a similar construct is referred to as a subconcept by Kozaczynski et al. [1992] ). A concept can either represent a single program fragment or a set of tuples of program fragments. Concepts can be associated with conditions that allow optional user-readable error messages to describe what code was expected.
The AttributeInterface in Figure 5 specifies three abstract concepts: attrGet, attrSet, and accessSpecifier. Because an Arcum interface is abstract, its concepts must be too. A concept's name, tuple member types, check clauses, optional error messages, and a partial specification may be specified in an interface. These abstract concepts are given concrete definitions via patterns specified in the options that implement its interface. Any partial specifications provided at the interface level are conjoined with the complete specification at the option level, which helps prevent code duplication for common restrictions. The attrGet and attrSet concepts represent, respectively, the abstract operations of getting and setting the attribute, where both operations can occur in the program multiple times.
Each concept tuple has a root program fragment, of which all other members in the tuple are sub-members. In syntactic terms, the root program fragment is an AST node that is directly or indirectly the parent of all other AST nodes in the tuple. For example, the attrSet concept has three tuple members, each of which are expressions: setExpr, targetExpr, and valExpr. The targetExpr is the expression whose value is the object that has the attribute, and valExpr is the new value for the attribute. Both are subexpressions of setExpr. The root program fragment must be the first variable in a concept's member list and is treated like a placeholder, or program location, when subject to transformations (see Section B.2 for more details).
When a concept's root fragment is an expression or statement, it represents an operation, but concepts can also express structural properties of code and other crosscutting forms. For example, one could declare a concept that represents "all declarations of type Vector." Such a concept would be useful for porting from one library to another (for example, changing uses of the Vector collection class to the newer ArrayList class, as done by Balaban et al. [2005] ). Structural examples of concepts include methods, fields, and annotations.
3.1.1. The Check Clause. Programmers can add conditions with error messages to a concept. For example, the abstract attrGet concept from Figure 5 declares the following.
check "The value of 'getExpr must be used" { !isExpressionStatement(getExpr) } This check tests that the expression specified by getExpr cannot have its value discarded. The error message in the programming environment is associated with the root program fragment. Other fragments mentioned in the text of the message (escaped with a backtick "'") can help focus the user's attention to the specific cause of the problem.
In general, the Boolean condition provided in a check clause is evaluated for each concept instance. Conditions are expressed using a simple propositional logic augmented with built-in primitives, examples of which are shown in Table I . A check clause's error message is optional to provide a compile-time error message to the user in the event that the condition cannot be satisfied. When an error message is not specified, a default error message describes the condition that failed. Is expression e the contents of a statement?
3.1.2. Interface Parameters. An interface's parameters are specified in the mapping instead of by the options that implement the interface. Parameters are typically required for an Arcum interface declaration to be instantiated for multiple uses. The AttributeInterface in Figure 5 has three parameters: a Class named targetType (the class that has the attribute), a Type named attributeType (the type of the attribute), and a String named attrName (the name of the attribute). This parameterization permits the AttributeInterface to be applied to several different attributes instead of, for example, being hard-coded only for Strings in the Image class.
The type of the parameter tuple in this example demonstrates how interface properties must hold for all options. Because the InternalStorage option assumes a field can be added to the targetType, it must assume the targetType is a Java class and not a Java interface, and thus all other options must make the same assumption as well. This is an example of how the interface must accept the least common denominator-an essential property of modular substitution in general.
The Interface Declaration
An Arcum interface declares, at the behavioral level, what is common to all of its implementing options. The interface's primary purpose is to document the crosscutting concept's interface and to centrally specify requirements that apply equally to all options that implement it.
Concepts specified in the Arcum interface are abstract, and all concepts must be concretely implemented by the options that implement the interface.
The abstract spec concept in Figure 5 represents a single program fragment of type AccessSpecifier. This concept is used by the AttributeInterface to simplify the interface's parameters list. Instances of the AccessSpecifier type specify one of the modifiers private, public, protected, or the implicit "package" modifier. Both the InternalStorage and ExternalStorage options infer this specifier by defining it to be the access specifier of the field named attrName. This same kind of inference can be used to remove the attrType member from the parameters list as well. The decision on whether to let a program fragment be a parameter or an inferred concept depends on the current and expected options that the interface will modularize. For example, it may always be safe to assume that the spec can be inferred but not safe to assume that the attrType can always be inferred-for instance, an implementation that did not use the Java 5 generic Map class would not have this type information available in the Java source code and thus would have to be specified in the Arcum mapping.
The Option Declaration
An option describes one complete implementation of a crosscutting concept specified by an Arcum interface. Options use the implements keyword to specify which interface they implement. Unlike classes, an option can only implement one interface. The constructs used to implement options are patterns and invariant condition checks.
3.3.1. Patterns. Options specify the implementation of concepts using declarative patterns, which are used to both identify and construct program fragments. Patterns are expressed as Java-like pseudocode inside square brackets with backtick marks to identify Arcum variables inside the pseudocode. For example, the InternalStorage option in Figure 5 uses the following pattern to match (or generate) expressions representing the set operation. The pattern in the square brackets is matched against the entire program under analysis and produces bindings for setExpr for all matches found. Arcum supports patterns to match different kinds of Java program fragments. The algorithms that use patterns for matching and for generating new AST nodes are discussed in Section 4.2. An Arcum variable can be associated with either a single pattern expression or a union of several pattern expressions (combined with the ||operator).
Patterns can also appear in angle brackets (<· · · >), as also found in the InternalStorage option in Figure 5 .
When angle brackets are used, the pattern is not used for pattern matching against the program. Instead, the pattern is used literally as a way to quote Java code. For example, Java type names are referenced using these literal quotes.
An option can match program fragments that are option local, that is, specific to the implementation of a single option. For example, a concept in the InternalStorage option in Figure 5 has the following single member field.
Because the field concept is option local, this field does not have to be present in any of the alternative options. Here, a union pattern is used to reflect that the transient modifier may or may not be present; Section 4.2.2 discusses how Arcum determines which pattern to use for code generation.
The program fragments matched by abstract concepts can be considered an instance of homogeneous crosscutting, where the information that is scattered fits a general pattern [Colyer and Clement 2004] . In contrast, some option-local program fragments are examples of heterogeneous crosscutting, where an option's implementation may require precise but context-dependent infrastructure that is scattered over the program.
Invariant Condition Checks.
During the development of an option, it may be necessary for additional requirements to be placed on the abstract concept to which it is related in order to preserve substitutability. For example, consider the field access pattern shown in Figure 5 for InternalStorage's implementation of the attrGet concept. If Figure 5 didn't contain contains checks for the attrGet concept at the abstract concept level (in the interface) and a programmer added such checks to attrGet the option level, then the interface will be required to contain those checks, too.
For example, if the option writer had added the following check clause inside the pattern matching construct.
Here, Arcum would generate a compile-time error, because the restrictions on the types of getExpr and targetExpr must be applied to all options in order to guarantee bidirectionality of transformations. To fix the error, the developer must move the checks up to the interface level.
An option writer may implicitly add similar checks during option development. For example, Java does not allow a field access to be a statement, and so the expression statement this.altText; would be rejected by the Java compiler. Thus, whenever field access expressions are used, there is an additional requirement that the expression not be a statement. By forcing a !isExpressionStatement check to be added to the interface, substitutability is preserved for alternate options. For example, the expression statement
Image.altText.get(this);
is accepted by the Java compiler even though accessing a value and ignoring it would be meaningless to the concept itself. By forcing the !isExpressionStatement requirement to hold over all options, errors such as the latter are prevented from being inadvertently written. Thus, emergent conditions that arise in the development of a concept and its options can show the developer when new requirements must be added to the interface.
Mappings
Arcum mappings are used to state which options are implemented in a program. Figure 4 shows a sample Arcum mapping. In general, an Arcum mapping is a list of option instantiations, where each instantiation states the option's name and a set of bindings for all of the option's parameters.
One benefit of the mapping format is that there is a separate file that documents some of the architecture of the program and the design decisions made. Such a record provides programmers with a different view into the decision space of the program. When changes need to be considered, the list of mappings shows the decisions made and thus provides insight into the possible alternatives to consider.
THE ARCUM SOLVER
In this section, we present the techniques used to design and implement the Arcum Solver. The goal of the Arcum Solver is two-fold: first, it must solve the declarative match predicates in the Arcum code to find all concept instances in a given piece of Java code; second, it must perform the transformations required to switch from one option to another. Many tools have previously been designed for tasks similar to Arcum, including program query tools (such as JunGL , QL [Moor et al. 2007] , and PQL [Martin et al. 2005] ) and program analysis/transformation engines [Lacey et al. 2002; Sittampalam et al. 2004; Bravenboer et al. 2008; Lerner et al. 2005] , some of which are even based on datalog [Reps 1994; Whaley and Lam 2004; Whaley et al. 2005] . Not surprisingly then, parts of the Arcum Solver build upon these previous techniques. In particular, the monotonic fixed-point solver used to find concept instances (described in Section 4.1) follows closely the techniques from the Rhodium system [Lerner et al. 2005] used to run declarative dataflow analyses, and it also borrows the idea of stratified negation from Datalog and Prolog [Abiteboul et al. 1995] . Our solver is also unique in that Arcum uses the pattern predicate language not just to find matches in a program, but also to generate code for the target option being transformed to. In particular, our transformation engine (described in Section 4.2) uses a generate-and-test approach to find a transformed program that also matches the target pattern.
We now describe both the fixed-point solver used to find all option instances (Section 4.1) and the Arcum transformation engine (Section 4.2). The fixed-point solver and the transformation engine are both implemented using 19,000 lines of Java code as a plug-in for the Eclipse IDE. They are built on top of Eclipse's Java Development Tools plug-in and thus use the Language Toolkit API to manipulate Java ASTs. Whereas our description of the fixed-point solver is high-level and informal in nature, a formal treatment of the Arcum semantics can be found in Appendix B.
Monotonic Fixed-Point Solver
The Arcum solver for predicates is used to find all instances of concepts in a piece of Java code. To this end, it must find all predicates that hold in the program, namely all match clauses that hold (such as the one for attrSet in Figure 5 ) and all define clauses that hold (such as the one for hasA in Figure 6 ). The solver does this using a standard iterative fixed-point computation, as described in the dataflow analysis literature Cousot 1977, 1979] that starts with no predicates holding and then adds predicates as they are determined to hold, until no more predicates can be found to hold.
The Arcum solver for predicates guarantees termination by requiring a strict monotonicity requirement: at each step of the evaluation, the set of tuples of program elements that belong to a predicate is unioned with a set of new tuples. The solver terminates once a fixed-point is found, that is, when the existing set does not change after a complete iteration. Once a tuple is added to the set, it will always be a member. Thus, the solver always reaches a fixed-point, because the size of the set is bounded by the number of elements in the n-ary crossproduct of all program fragments, where n is the number of members of each tuple.
Predicates defined in Arcum can be (mutually) recursive. Figure 6 is an example with two mutually defined relations: the hasA relation depends on itself and hasAListOf, and hasAListOf depends on hasA. The directlyHasA relation is not recursive and depends only on the built-in relations: hasField, isStatic, and isA. Fig. 7 . A broken specification for the doesNotPrint predicate. The predicate is intended to be true when method m performs a printing operation or makes a call to another method that does.
The case of solving the directlyHasA is the simplest. Initially, the set of tuples for the directlyHasA(t, u) relation is empty, with no bindings for any t or u. The fixed-point solver runs through the following steps to try to satisfy the expression (a conjunction of three subexpressions).
(1) hasField(t, field ?). Because hasField is a built-in relation (and defined according to the compiled program), every solution for t and field are returned as results. The notation "field ?" declares a new binding for field . (2) !isStatic(field ). For the next conjunct, since there are already bindings for field , solving the conjunct acts as a filter (filtering out static fields). (3) isA(field , u). Given this potentially shorter list of bindings for field (and the associated bindings for t), the last conjunct is solved. From the built-in predicate isA, the solver can determine all the u's corresponding to the fields. (4) Finally, a projection of the tuples (t, field , u) is taken, keeping only t and u.
Because the set of predicates that directlyHasA depends on are all solved (that is, the set cannot gain new elements since every candidate in the finite program has been exhausted), the solution arrived at after this first iteration of the algorithm is the complete solution, and the predicate can be marked as solved.
If the first two conjuncts in the preceding expression were swapped, forming
then the evaluation process is similar but potentially longer to evaluate, because the field is implicitly bound to every field in the program before the !isStatic(field ?) filter is applied. Next in the process is the solution of the hasA and hasAListOf predicates. Because these two predicates are mutually dependent, the iterations of their solution must be interleaved until the contents of their solution sets don't change.
Because the fixed-point solver starts with the empty set as a solution and then builds the set up, monotonically increasing its size, programmers must be careful in how declarations are solved. For example, consider a doesNotPrint(m) predicate, which holds for a method m if m does not make any PrintStream calls and also doesn't call any methods that directly or indirectly make PrintStream calls. Figure 7 is one attempt at coding this predicate. On the first iteration of the solver, the set is empty and thus the conjunct doesNotPrint(n) on line 3 will not find any solutions for n. As a result, no methods m satisfying the predicate will be found.
The problem with this attempted solution is that its base case (the solution after the first iteration) does not contain instances that would satisfy a final solution. To resolve this issue, the solution must be conceived in terms of starting with known good solutions and building the set up from there. Figure 8 shows one such resolution: define mayPrint first and then define doesNotPrint as its negation. The mayPrint predicate works because under its base case, it collects all methods m that invoke a PrintStream method. Under the next iteration, it collects all methods m that call those methods, and so on, until a fixed-point is reached. Once the mayPrint predicate is solved, it is simply a matter of writing its negation (on lines 8-10).
During evaluation of predicates, if the Arcum solver encounters a pattern variable like m that is not yet bound to any values, then the solver must iterate over all possible instances that m could range over. For example, if m is declared as a Method, then the solver would have to iterate over all possible methods. In general, this can cause an explosion in the number of cases to explore: if there is another variable n ranging over methods and n is not yet bound to any values, then the solver must iterate over all pairs m, n of methods. We have successfully mitigated this problem by simply placing predicates that constrain variables like m and n as early as possible in the predicates (i.e., closer to the beginning of the predicate), so that when the solver evaluates predicates, the variables get constrained early, thus pruning the search space early.
The doesNotPrint example illustrates an important point about Arcum's computational model: Arcum allows programmers to directly write so-called "may analyses," not "must analyses"-a "must" analysis must be written as the negation of a "may not." This is exactly what happened with doesNotPrint: "must (not print)" was converted to the negation of "may not (not print)," that is to say, the negation of "may print."
There are however some subtleties when dealing with negation and the interaction of may/must analyses. In particular, if a predicate depends on another predicate via a negated clause, there is the potential for incorrect results to be added to the solution set because the intermediate solution is incomplete. For example, suppose that mayPrint and doesNotPrint in Figure 8 are solved simultaneously, Then the mayPrint solution will be correct, but the doesNotPrint solution will end up with the set of all methods.
This issue with negation is well known in the logic databases community and the logic programming community. To address this problem, we adapt a standard solution called stratified negation [Abiteboul et al. 1995] . In particular, we compute the dependency graph between predicates, recording for each dependency whether the dependency is positive or negative: a positive dependency between relation A and relation B indicates that B occurs in the formula for A in a positive (i.e., non-negated) position; a negative dependency between A and B indicates B occurs in A in a negative (i.e., negated) position. We solve each strongly connected component (SCC) in the dependency graph at once, so that mutually dependent relations are iterated to a fixed-point simultaneously. Furthermore, we reject Arcum programs that have any negative dependencies in a cycle, which essentially guarantees that negative dependencies (i.e., negations) can only occur between SCCs rather than inside them. This stratification of the solver allows us to safely solve may and must problems using the same solver, while still allowing negation to be used in Arcum. 
Transformation Algorithm
The Arcum transformation algorithm takes code that implements a source option and translates it to new code that implements a destination option. The following process performs such a transformation.
(1) Use the patterns specified in the source option to bind option-local concepts and abstract concepts. The pattern matching identifies the program fragments, represented as AST nodes, that participate in the refactoring. (2) Perform all option-specific and interface-level constraint checks and stop with an error if any of the checks fail. (3) Remove from the program all AST nodes that were pattern matched into the source option's local concepts. For example, when refactoring from the InternalStorage option to the ExternalStorage option in Figure 5 , the altText field gets removed from the program because its AST node was pattern matched into an option-local concept. AST nodes that match into option-local concept are removed during transformation because these concepts are option specific by design-otherwise, the concepts would be abstract and specified at the interface level. (4) Construct new AST nodes using the patterns from the destination option's local concepts and insert them into the program. In the refactoring scenario from Figure 5 , the concept mapField in the ExternalStorage option will add a declaration of a static Map to the program. (5) Replace each concept instance with a new AST node generated from the destination option's patterns; construct the new AST node such that it satisfies the destination option's constraints (if present).
The main challenge in this algorithm lies in processing patterns both to perform pattern matching (in step 1) and to generate new AST nodes (in steps 4 and 5). These two uses of patterns are described in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2, respectively. 4.2.1. Pattern Matching. Arcum patterns are represented using ASTs that can have variable nodes for subtrees in addition to concrete AST nodes. A standard unification routine is used to perform the pattern matching. The concrete syntax of the program is canonicalized before the matching is performed, so that operations are closer to their semantic meaning. For instance, even though the pattern setExpr == ['targetExpr.'field = 'valExpr] uses the "dot" notation, it will also match program fragments that use the implicit this (without the dot).
One practical consideration in implementing the pattern matcher is that parsing of square brackets is greatly simplified if one knows the kind of expression in the square brackets (i.e., statement vs. expression vs. field declaration). In the preceding case, for example, the type of setExpr is an Expr, and thus the code in the brackets is parsed as a Java expression. Thus, to simplify our implementation, we require that all uses of the unification operator ('==') have an Arcum variable on the left-hand side. To unify two program fragment patterns, an intermediate variable (e.g., one created from an exists clause) must be introduced.
Node Generation.
One of the key features of Arcum is that patterns are bi-directional: not only are they used for matching Java code fragments into concept instances, but they are also used in the other direction to generate Java code fragments from concept instances. As an example, the following pattern in the ExternalStorage option is used in the refactoring scenario (from Figure 5) to insert a call to the put method of the static map.
setExpr == ['targetType.'mapField.put('targetExpr, 'valExpr)] A concept instance and a destination pattern generate an AST node by taking the partially specified AST representing the pattern and inserting into it the values of the Arcum variables from the concept instance. Because Arcum variables store references to program fragments, the preceding pattern creates an AST node representing the call to put, and the equality (==) makes the newly created AST at the location in the program specified by setExpr.
For some patterns, there are multiple possible AST nodes that could be generated. For example, the field pattern shown in Figure 5 shows two possibilities for the fielddeclaration, where either the transient modifier is present or not. Here, the <=> represents the logical if and only if operator. When there are multiple possible AST nodes that could be generated from a pattern or union of patterns, the Arcum system uses a generate-and-test approach: we generate all of the possible AST nodes and then use the conjoined constraints to prune nodes out. This approach works well as long as there are a small number of possible AST nodes to generate. In this example, Arcum would generate both field declarations: one with the modifier and one without. The evaluation of the constraint determines which of the two AST nodes to use. The replacement algorithm uses a top-down ordering to replace nodes once they have been generated to allow for subnodes of concepts to be replaced by other concepts. By using this top-down order, Arcum is able to correctly transform anImage.altText = defaultImage.altText; into altText.put(anImage, altText.get(defaultImage)).
CASE STUDY
This section presents a case study of Arcum's use on a variety of classical software engineering problems that are induced by crosscutting. Although some examples were addressed in Arcum's own code base, we believe each such example provides a plausible demonstration of how crosscutting manifests itself in real-life programs. Other examples covered in this section were inspired by design patterns and other commonly known instances of crosscutting. For each example, we describe how the problems associated with crosscutting can be mitigated using Arcum. Each category of software engineering problem covered has a working example developed and tested against the code base.
We start with a detailed description of two variants of the familiar visitor design pattern and show how these different implementations provide different views into the program and how unexpected complications can be addressed with a tool like Arcum (Section 5.1).
Next, we address the process of debugging as a programming task that requires reasoning over crosscutting code, which sometimes results in making crosscutting changes to fix the bug or to identify its root cause (Section 5.2).
Then, we explore the category of software engineering problems related to code migration and the trade-offs between making a program's implementation more standardized or more project-specific (Section 5.3).
Next, we show how Arcum can be used to perform tasks that programmers typically think of as find-and-replace but that cannot be performed easily or completely in a text editor or even in an IDE like Eclipse (Section 5.4).
Finally, we discusses some of the common issues we came across and lessons learned while developing our Arcum code (Section 5.5).
The Visitor Pattern
The first part of our case study is an extensive example showing how Arcum can be used to capture the visitor pattern [Gamma et al. 1995] and improve the ability to comprehend and evolve implementations of this pattern. We chose the visitor pattern because it has many interesting variants, including complex code transformations that go far beyond transforming one statement to another. In particular, it is possible to use Arcum to elide hundreds of lines of code of traversal-related infrastructure (which includes methods and interfaces) by instead making a call that uses a reflection library.
Section 5.1.1 provides a description of the visitor pattern with a simple but complete example. Section 5.1.2 details how the visitor pattern can be understood at a higher conceptual level, which forms the foundation of an Arcum interface for the visitor pattern. Section 5.1.3 presents an encoding of the traditional visitor pattern in Arcum as an interface and an option and shows the implications of the encoding in terms of bug detection. Section 5.1.4 presents a dynamic encoding of the visitor patter in Arcum using reflection and the DJ library. With these two options, the visitor pattern can be applied as needed for general traversal needs without sacrificing efficiency or expressiveness.
5.1.1. An Example of the Visitor Pattern. The visitor pattern is a depth-first traversal over a heterogeneous collection of objects. One popular example of the visitor pattern is a language interpreter with an abstract syntax tree that is enhanced with new operations to be performed over AST nodes. Even this canonical use of the visitor pattern presents difficulties with respect to comprehension and evolution. In fact, the complexity of the visitor pattern sometimes leads developers to choose to avoid it altogether [Metsker and Wake 2006, p. 338] . For example, it is hard to detect bugs in a visitor pattern implementation, such as when a new field is added to a AST node and the corresponding accept method is not updated. It is also difficult to perform crosscutting changes to a typical implementation of the visitor pattern, such as changing the depth-first traversal into a breadth-first traversal. Figure 9 provides a simple example of the visitor pattern, showing a Library class that is composed out of Shelf instances, and a Shelf class that is composed out of Book instances. Using the visitor pattern, each instance of Book that is reachable from a given instance of Library will be passed to a visitor object, which can then perform an operation on it. The interface for visitor objects is specified on lines 1-3: any object that implements this interface can be used as a "call back" during the traversal over the object structure. Lines 10-14 shows the definition of a visitor object (using an anonymous inner class), and line 15 is the method call that causes the traversal itself to happen. In addition to the interface for the visitor object, the classes involved in the pattern's implementation must support additional infrastructure: in this case, two visitBooks methods are necessary (defined on lines 18-22 and 28-32). 5.1.2. Class Graphs and Traversal Graphs. Conceptually, the visitor pattern can be understood as an operation involving two graphs: a class graph and a traversal graph [Lieberherr 1996] . A class graph abstracts the has-a relationships of a group of classes: classes are represented as graph nodes, and fields are the edges that connect nodes. For the purposes of exposition, we consider class graphs formed from a single root class. Figure 10 defines a classGraph relation where rootType is an externally specified Type.
The traversal graph is a subgraph of the class graph that is defined in terms of a traversal strategy. A traversal strategy is specified by a set of target types and a set of edges (fields) to bypass. Starting from the root of the class graph, an edge is included in the traversal graph only when (1) taking the edge will eventually lead to one of the target types, and (2) the edge is not in the bypass set. Example of edges to bypass include fields representing cached computations and fields that are merely back-links to parent nodes. The relation in Figure 10 defines a traversalGraph relation, where targetType and bypassEdge are externally specified predicates.
Reasoning over the visitor pattern with traversal graphs is a generalization of the visitor pattern, because a single class graph can have many subtraversal graphs, some of which may overlap or be independent. When multiple traversal strategies are present, the methods of the traversal infrastructure must also change. For example, instead of having general accept methods, a class may have methods with names related to the traversal strategies associated with it. Supporting multiple traversal strategies is more efficient and can also simplify the logic of visitor objects, but such support also requires even more traversal infrastructure, which repeats multiple properties of the class graph and thus represents repeated code. A solution that easily supports multiple traversal strategies and can be refactoring to and from at will is discussed in Section 5.1.4.
The definition of traversalGraph can be viewed as starting at the bottom of the class graph and moving up. Initially, the only valid bindings for the to variable are those from the targetType relation. So, the first time the equation is solved, the only members of the relation are those nodes from the classGraph that connect directly to one of the target types. The next iteration of the constraint solver is then able to use these new bindings from the recursive clause of the equation, adding to the set all nodes that connect directly to a node that connects directly to a target type. The process continues until no additional edges can be considered as traversal edges, at which point a fixed-point is found.
The purpose of the traversal graph is to work in terms closer to the conceptual problem of what are the classes visited? As the program evolves, the class graph and the traversal graph may change while the set of desired targetTypes is fixed. As a result, when coding is shifted to make the set of targetTypes the main definition from which other graphs are computed, the development process is more adaptive to change [Lieberherr 1996 ]. 5.1.3. Visitor Arcum Option Implementation. A general purpose VisitorConcept can be parameterized by the variables that occurred free in the code from Figure 10 : the rootType variable, the targetType relation, and the bypassEdge relation. The VisitorConcept can additionally be parameterized by a Java interface that all visitor objects must implement and a name for the traversal. Figure 11 declares these parameters on lines 2-7. A declaration of the form T id (e.g., the one on line 2) simply declares id of the given type T. A declaration of the form T id:P declares id of the given type T satisfying the predicate P. For example, line 3 declares visitorInterface to be a Type that satisfies isInterface. Similarly, line 4 declares rootType to be a Type that satisfies isClass. A declaration of the form id (T 1 id 1 ,. . .,T n id n ) declares an n-ary relation. For example, line 5 declares targetType to be a unary relation on Types, which essentially is a set of Types. Lines 6 and 7 are also relation declarations, in this case, sets of Fields. These declarations also have a default clause, which is a value for the relation if none is provided when instantiating the interface. The default value for the viaEdge relation is the set of all fields (the isField relation), and the default value for bypass is the empty relation false (indicating the empty set for bypass, meaning that no edges should be bypassed).
Lines 13-22 of Figure 11 examine each type given in the targetType relation and check to see if the type is valid as a target (expressed in lines 14-17) and if the visitorInterface has a corresponding visit method defined on that type (lines 18-21). When such a method signature is not present, the user is given the error message on line 20, which indicates what was expected. In general, the expression forall (T id:P) {B} should be read as "for all id of type T such that P, B should hold."
This visitor interface check is useful when the members of the targetType set changes. For example, a user could parameterize the use of the visitor pattern with a targetType set defined in terms of all subclasses of an abstract class. When a new subclass is created, either the corresponding visitors should change to accommodate this new type, or the expression defining the targetType set should be revised to exclude the case. In both cases, the introduction of the new subclass is an important event that requires modification to either the program or the supplemental description of the program's implementation. Although not shown in Figure 11 , additional Arcum code can easily be added to check the implication in the other direction as well: if a visit method signature is present in the interface, then the programmer probably intended it to be included in the targetType set.
Line 9 of Figure 11 specifies an abstract concept that captures all expressions (root) that represent invocations that start the traversal. Each traversal is applied to some base object (target) and is given a visitor instance (visitor). Lines 10-11 of Figure 11 are placeholders for the complete definitions of the classGraph and traversalGraph relations specified in Figure 10 .
One possible implementation of the VisitorConcept is the traditional "Gang of Four" implementation [Gamma et al. 1995] . Figure 12 shows GangOfFourVisitor, an option that implements this interface. Details related to Java interfaces are elided for expository purposes.
The visit concept is matched starting on line 2 of Figure 12 . Line 3 binds the visit expression to a call to the traversal method, and line 4 restricts the matched program fragments to only those traversal calls related to the given rootType. Line 5 is an additional filter using the within relation: code that implements the traversal infrastructure itself should not count as visit operations. This use of the within relation parallels the use of the adviceexecution pointcut in AspectJ.
The acceptMethod definition starting on line 8 of Figure 12 describes a correct implementation of the traversal infrastructure. (For example, Figure 9 shows the definition of two visitBooks methods which form this infrastructure. These methods are typically named accept methods, but in this example, the method name is specified by the traversalName parameter, in order to provide greater flexibility.)
The acceptMethod definition serves as a guide to identify missing statements or methods when the class graph changes. For example, there are situations where a programmer may add a new field to a class, creating another node that should be visited. If the addition of the field enables a new subgraph of the entire class graph to be reachable, then global changes are required. We found this check to be helpful in driving the process of implementing new visitors and for finding bugs in existing code. In the source control history of the Arcum project, one bug recurred multiple times: certain subexpressions were not being type checked because the traversal infrastructure left out those cases.
Line 9 of Figure 12 takes a projection of the traversalGraph, taking only types that are classes (as opposed to interfaces). Lines 10-13 ensure that each of these classes has the appropriately defined accept methods. The expression '[Statement s : P] represents a list of statements satisfying predicate P. Thus, line 12 is just saying that the body of the accept method is a list of statements satisfying the helper relation acceptMethodStmt. This helper relation, defined on lines 16-28, relates a class with a series of statements that the class's accept method should contain. Line 17 extracts an edge in the traversal graph that is outgoing from the class we are currently considering. Lines 18-27 use a select expression, which in general has the form select{case 1 :v 1 ,...,case n :v n ,default:v}. A select expression evaluates to the appropriate value based on which case is satisfied (including the default case, which is satisfied if none of the other cases are). The select expression on line 18 has three cases. (1) If the edge connects to a targetType, then the visit method is called (lines 19-20) . (2) If the edge is a collection of elements that lead to other targets, then each element of that collection is recursively traversed (lines 21-24).(3) Otherwise, a recursive traversal is performed (lines 25-26). Not shown in this figure is the definition for acceptSignature, which is similar to acceptMethod but applied to Java interfaces instead.
The for statement appearing in lines 22-24 of Figure 12 creates a new local variable, element, but uses two backticks before its name. These backticks are required when local variables need to be matched or generated from Arcum patterns. Such patterns can match with code using different local variable names. When a pattern that uses a new local variable is generated, the new variable's name follows Eclipse's default suggestion (typically, a lower case version of the name of the type). When a pattern that uses a new local variable is matched, it has the additional restriction that code not described by the option cannot refer to the variable.
The Visitor Pattern Using
Reflection and the DJ Library. The benefit of using the visitor pattern is that it allows authors of a library to provide a generic traversal mechanism for clients to use, thus allowing clients to write extensions without having to modify the code base of the library. Yet the visitor pattern requires extensive traversal infrastructure to work, making it unsuitable for experimentation or other agile contexts where the class structure might radically change. Fortunately, there is an alternative implementation of the visitor pattern that enables quick experimentation and supports agile contexts: the DJ library uses reflection in Java to offer a dynamic implementation of the visitor pattern [Orleans and Lieberherr 2001] . The programmer describes the set of target types and the set of edges to bypass by creating a Strategy object, and then the Strategy object can perform the depth-first traversal on the object graph. Figure 13 shows an example of the DJ library being used on the simple Book example from Figure 9 . The example is greatly simplified because the Strategy specification on lines 4-6 provides enough information to use reflection to compute the traversal necessary.
The DJ library offers multiple benefits. Because DJ reduces the amount of code that needs to be written, the program's class structure is easier to change. This reduction in code makes it easier for alternative designs to be explored, increasing the software's quality. Additionally, the bugs discussed in Section 5.1.3 do not occur, since the traversal logic is contained in the DJ library. Furthermore, the DJ library offers a modular solution, something that even AspectJ cannot do. In particular, although AspectJ can be used to encapsulate the visitor pattern by defining all of the traversal methods in the same aspect [Hannemann and Kiczales 2002] , any changes made to the class hierarchy will require changes in the aspect, making AspectJ's encapsulation nonmodular. Figure 14 shows an Arcum option that implements the VisitorConcept by using the DJ library. The code listing comprises the entire Arcum code necessary to describe the implementation. (The class TypeLiteral is used instead of the simpler ClassName.class notation, due to a technical limitation with Java's generics; the workaround was devised by Gafter [2006] .) Here, the Arcum option is a direct translation from the sample code, parameterizing when necessary. More complex constructs to generate the traversal infrastructure are unnecessary because the DJ library itself is doing all of the heavy lifting.
The downside of using the DJ library is its extra performance costs: reflective operations can be expensive and are harder for VMs to optimize. However, due to the fluid nature of Arcum refactorings, programmers can get the best of both worlds. When performance is critical, the traditional implementation can be used. Then, when changes need to be made to the class structure, the implementation can be refactored to use the DJ library instead. After the changes are made, the program can be tested and then refactored back to the traditional implementation. In this way, the view of the program presented to the user is the one best suited for his or her needs.
Debuggability
The considerations made while debugging a program are different than the considerations during the design and implementation processes. For instance, while a welldesigned program is modularized based on the criteria of what is likely to change [Parnas 1972] , there are an infinite number of design futures and attempting to anticipate them all is simply impractical. This lack of anticipation is pronounced when it comes to software bugs: the kind of bugs that trouble programmers weren't known to them when they first designed the system. Thus, in the process of debugging, a programmer may need to make changes across the decomposition of the system to help find the cause of the bug and then to fix it.
At one stage in the development of Arcum, we encountered an intermittent bug. Eventually, we discovered that the cause of the problem was a dependency on the iteration order of HashMaps. The hashCode used was the default identity code. On the VM we were using, this identity was related to the object's initial location in memory, and thus objects would be hashed to different sections of the hash table (and, hence, be iterated in a different order) on different executions of the program. After finding the cause of the nondeterminism, we wanted to see how Arcum could be used to help. One solution is related to the class library migration problem (see Section 5.3): the program can be refactored, replacing uses of HashMap with LinkedHashMap, which has a predictable iteration order. By changing the program to use a deterministic order, we were able to reliably reproduce the bug, making it easier to locate the root cause of the problem and then to fix it.
A naive global search and replace could not be used in general to address this problem due to the following drawbacks.
(1) Replacements would be oblivious to syntactic context, and thus may accidentally make too many changes, for example, changing a class by the same name in another package. (2) A search and replace would not add or remove import statements. Even if one designed a smarter semantic type-replacement refactoring which avoided the preceding two drawbacks, it would still have additional drawbacks. (3) Such replacements would not account for the cases where the two classes have different ways of being constructed (e.g., one uses constructor, the other factories). (4) Replacements would not account for the case where some of the method names in the two classes differ or when the order of parameters of the methods are different.
AspectJ's join-point model could have been used for this particular problem: advice can be used to replace instantiations of HashMap objects with LinkedHashMap objects. Furthermore, a range of development aspects have been devised to allow the temporary modification of the program's behavior for the purposes of testing and debugging [Kiczales et al. 2001a] . For example, AspectJ is very useful in contexts where instrumentation is needed, such as logging arguments and return values or measuring various quantities during program execution. However, there are times when the temporary transformations needed for debugging are beyond AspectJ's abilities. For instance, in the preceding example of changing HashMap objects with LinkedHashMap objects, if the alternative type is not a subtype of the declared type, then advice cannot be used, because the type of declared variables would also have to be changed.
The preceding example of making a program more deterministic is a special case of a more general problem: oftentimes, what was assumed to be stable at development time might need to be changed to assist debugging. It is not surprising that a programmer would not decompose a program to easily detect a bug, because, by definition, he or she did not see the bug coming. By using Arcum, defensive techniques can be employed, even those previously considered impractical (such as making every HashMap a LinkedHashMap), because there is always the option to change the code back again.
Class Library Migration
Often it is desirable to remove the use of a legacy library and directly use its replacement instead. The solution for this problem devised by Balaban et al. [2005] includes a type constraint solver that finds the largest set of code locations that can be safely changed, even in the presence of synchronized methods. For example, uses of the always-synchronized Vector class can be changed to uses of the more efficient ArrayList class, where the ArrayList instances are synchronized only when necessary.
Arcum supports a complementary variation of class library migration. Instead of determining the largest set of code locations that can be safely migrated, Arcum's approach is to have the location set explicitly described, thus enabling migrations based on idiomatic uses. For example, one migration description might involve "all uses of Vector in package p or by class C." When the set cannot be transformed, the starting option presents the user with static error messages. All errors have to be resolved before transformation is allowed. In some instances, the location set specified might match more code than expected, requiring the user to narrow the set's definitions; in other instances, the set definition is correct, but modifications need to be made to the code itself first to bring it into conformance; in yet other cases, the user might realize, by the nature of the errors, that he or she needs to take a completely different approach. In this way, Arcum gives the programmer an opportunity to interact with the tool, helping to ensure that his or her conception of the system matches the actual implementation, because the extra checking performed by Arcum will appear as familiar error messages in the IDE.
The Arcum approach is also different from Balaban et al.'s approach because checks persist after refactoring. For example, Balaban et al.'s solver adds synchronization wrappers to data structures only when it is possible for instances to escape the current thread. However, such wrappers are only generated at refactoring time: nothing prevents a programmer from later writing code that lets a non-wrapped data structure to be accessed by a different thread. Such a case should be treated as an error in the Arcum approach, because the postconditions after a refactoring is made will persist. In this particular example, Arcum does not have the dataflow analysis primitives to perform escapes analysis, but it can detect the violation of other postconditions, for example, related to type information, methods called, or other operations performed.
The key to Arcum's support for matching uses of class libraries is the DeclarationElement type, derived from the same term used by Tip et al. [2003] to describe all local variables, fields, return types, and cast expressions. A DeclarationElement is a syntactic occurrence of a type in a program that is used to declare something of that type. In Java, almost all type occurrences in a program are declaration elements: types for variables, for parameters, for casts, and for return types are all declaration elements. The notable exception is when a class is declared: in this case, the type used (i.e., the class name) is not used to declare that something has a type-it is used to declare the type itself, and so it is not a declaration element. The pattern used to specify DeclarationElements in the program is a type pattern.
In addition to matching all DeclarationElements in the program, support for migration must allow for the description of operations, such as class instantiations, method invocations, and conversion operations. Instantiations and method invocations can be matched using various Expr patterns. To match conversion operations, Arcum defines a copiedTo relation: copiedTo relates expressions to declaration elements, and the relation holds when the value of the expression is copied to a location declared by the declaration element. Copy operations include assignment, initialization, argument passing, and value returning. The copiedTo relation can be used together with predicates on types to match and refactor boxing and unboxing operations.
One use we found for class library migration was when we started to employ the Google Collections library [Google 2007 ]. The library includes extra support for programming with generics in Java, including interfaces and operations to support functional programming styles. For example, we had a need in Arcum to support operations that are lazily executed. This division of definition and execution allowed us to separate the knowledge of how to initialize an object from the knowledge of when to initialize it. We initially defined a parameterized Thunk<T> interface to achieve this, which declared a single, no-argument method with a return type of T. Looking into the Collections library, we found that the Supplier<T> interface fit our needs exactly. By using an interface defined in another library, we were able to make our use of the interface less mysterious compared to the original solution. By writing code that conforms to a more standardized interface, there is a better chance of integrating independently developed code that followed the same standards.
However, it is sometimes necessary to keep two similar-looking solutions separate in order to properly communicate the intentions behind the design of a program. For example, when two different methods accept an instance of Supplier<String>, are they related? Or, would it be better for one to be named DelayedObject<String> with the other named DefaultValue<String>? This is a dilemma for the design process: on the one hand, a programmer may want to use the general Supplier to keep the design simple until needs are better known. On the other hand, a programmer may anticipate additional operations that might need to be added later, where the additional operations will only make sense in one context but not the other, or the interfaces may stay the same, but the semantics might diverge: for example, DelayedObject might have caching semantics, while DefaultValue would be better served recomputing the result for each request.
Arcum can be employed to resolve this dilemma: programmers do not have to commit to a single solution because transformation is always an option. In this case, a programmer wants to distinguish between two different uses of the same library. The solution is to extend the richness of type system by using annotations. For example, two structurally similar but conceptually different uses of the same interface could be separated by applying different Java meta data annotations to them, creating a form of qualified types.
For example, a @ReadOnly annotation can be applied to a Map declaration to define read-only look-up tables. Checks can be added to the Arcum code to prevent write operations from being performed on the Maps. Later, this highly idiomized use of Maps could be changed into a more natural Function interface, because a function can be conceived as a mapping. The employment of such annotations is not possible in previous solutions of class library migration, because they do not have idiomatic uses as their primary focus.
When writing an interface and two options to convert between Maps annotated as @ReadOnly and Functions, the author must decide if assignments are allowed between instances belonging to the same type but with different annotations. For example, Arcum can be used to allow conversions between such instances, but only when a conversion function is called to make the conversion explicit.
Key to the Arcum style is that programming decisions like this do not have to be made immediately. There is always the freedom to change one's mind later, when needs are clearer. Using Arcum, a best guess for a design decision can be made, with that decision documented as an option to be revisited as needed.
Smart Find and Replace
Software engineers are often faced with complex crosscutting change tasks that, in their minds, amount to a find-and-replace task, but cannot be performed easily or completely with a typical text editor. Arcum's syntactic matching and semantic checking can make these changes easier. Additionally, for those changes that are temporary-say, for a debugging task-Arcum makes it trivial to revert those changes until they are needed again.
5.4.1. Message Log Redirection. For a first find and replace test, we edited the Arcum plug-in code base. The plug-in has a mode for sending debugging information to System.out, and we considered a scenario where we wanted this output to be redirected to a different stream. This change can be accomplished easily by redirecting System.out itself. However, redirection is too blunt of a solution in Eclipse, because it redirects all output to the standard System.out steam, including outputs from other plug-ins.
The solution requires that our plug-in uses one stream, while any other plug-ins continue to use System.out. Eclipse can perform this change more thoroughly than a standard textual find and replace: Eclipse can locate all references to the field (which numbered just over 1,000) regardless of the whitespace formatting or scope issues (such as when static imports are used). However, despite Eclipse's semantic level search, all source code modifications still needed to be made using a textual find and replace. This global replace operation caught most instances, but repeating the semantic search revealed the rare syntactic exceptions missed by the search pattern.
AspectJ was better suited at performing the change than just Eclipse alone. AspectJ has a get pointcut that can match all references to a specific field. The pointcut can also be narrowed down to match classes contained in a specific set of packages. A simple around advice applied to this pointcut can replace the value used for System.out in every location in the project. The AspectJ solution also had the advantage that the stream returned by the advice could be either the value of a stored stream or the result of a method call.
Finally, the same change was made using Arcum. A simple interface was written that had one abstract concept with only one member (of type Expr) in it. Then, an option was written to match this concept with all accesses to System.out. To test the option, we used Arcum's search view to display all program fragments that belonged to the concept. Once we were convinced the results were as expected, we wrote an alternative option that accessed a different field instead. Similar to the AspectJ solution, it was a simple matter to change the stream used to the result of a method call instead, just by adding yet another option.
One advantage of the Arcum solution over the AspectJ solution is that it refactors the program itself, as opposed to only modifying the program's semantics through bytecode weaving. As a result, design decisions are more visible and can better reflect the nature of the program. The prior disadvantages of such crosscutting code are no longer disadvantages with Arcum: for example, even though the calls to a helper method may crosscut the program, this crosscutting is not a liability because the code can easily be changed back should the need arise.
5.4.2. Remove Control Coupling. For a second change task, we considered refactoring calls to a method that took on the duty of two different operations: the operation to perform was determined based on whether or not one of the arguments was null. This argument essentially became a flag, and a usage pattern emerged as a result where calls to this method would pass null into this argument. Such a usage pattern increases the coupling between modules, and it would be better to refactor the source code so that these calls would invoke a separate method that just performs the expected operation. Our goal was to perform this refactoring using Arcum.
The Eclipse 'Change Signature' feature is useful for introducing a new argument or removing one, but it's not suited for the task of changing some but not all method calls. In Arcum, we were able to match all special null argument cases and change them into calls to the new method instead. One limitation with the current Arcum approach (and similarly for AspectJ) is that a dataflow analysis is not performed. For example, instead of syntactically matching when null is an argument, it would be more flexible to categorize the argument into one of three sets: (1) the set of calls where the argument is known to be null; (2) the set of calls where the argument is known to be non-null; or (3) the set of calls where the argument may or may not be null (e.g., when it can only be determined at runtime).
Discussion of the Arcum Development Process
Several interesting design decisions came up in the process of developing our Arcum code. Based on our experience with these design decisions, we highlight here some of the common issues that we believe developers will have to think about and address when developing Arcum code.
We have found that there were two key considerations in the design of a group of related options. The first is that any resulting transformations should satisfy the specifications for the crosscutting concept. Analogously, if the programmer edits Arcum code in a way that violates the intended use of the specification, then an error should be reported. The second is how to structure the interface so that it admits a suitable range of options without being so general as to unnecessarily complicate the implementation of options.
In practice, we found that it was hard to get these right the first time, but we also found that it wasn't necessary. For example, our first version of the AttributeInterface interface was correctly parameterized, but its internals omitted extra condition checking. When we wrote an option which described one particular implementation, we added explicit checks to the interface.
Similarly, determining what to put in the Arcum interface for the visitor pattern was a coding consideration: the classGraph and traversalGraph relations were only used by the GangOfFourVisitor option but were general enough to be defined in the interface. To determine that the visit concept also needed to be in the interface, we had to look in sample source code for real occurrences of the traditional visitor pattern and the DJ library. Without having these concrete code samples to look at it, was too easy to forget about special cases in the pattern's implementation.
In fact, the development process we found most effective was to write a mini-program that demonstrated the pattern and then write the first option to match the demonstration. We could then test the Arcum code against the mini-program before applying it to real-life use and testing it again.
Over the development history of our Arcum code, the changes we made to interfaces were mostly in the form of additional checks or additional predicate definitions.
Existing concept signatures, on the other hand, rarely changed, and thus external clients were unaffected by the numerous improvements. The changes that we did make to interfaces often involved an interaction between the interface and an option. This is not surprising, as their interaction is analogous to the interplay between a superclass and its subclasses, which often collaborate intimately.
Another issue that arises in developing Arcum code is the potential for feature interaction. There are two kinds of feature interactions that can occur: within the same interface and across interfaces. Across interfaces, the issue is that two different concepts from different interfaces can overlap in the code that they match. If one of these interfaces switches from one option to another, then the concept that belongs to the changing interface will be transformed, and this may invalidate the other concept, leading to an error. The other issue is that within the same interface, one can have two concepts match the exact same piece of code. If this interface is switched from one option to another, then the two concepts may want to transform to two different pieces of code, which again will lead to an error. Although errors that arise from feature interaction occur dynamically (when the transformations are performed on the program), it would be an interesting avenue of future work to try to detect such errors statically, using some kind of interference analysis.
RELATED WORK
The difficulty of coping with crosscutting concerns have been addressed in two general solution spaces, some of which overlap: language-based solutions (Section 6.1) and tool-based solutions (Section 6.2). Language-based solutions improve the expressiveness of the source programming language, allowing concerns that would previously be crosscutting to be encapsulated. Tool-based solutions help programmers find, match, visualize, refactor, and/or transform crosscutting concerns (note that many such tools, even though they don't change the source language, do introduce a secondary programming language for expressing things like regular expressions, patterns, checks, or configurations).
Broadly speaking, Arcum differs from previous approaches in that it is a tool-based solution for crosscutting that uses two key concepts of modularity to achieve several of the benefits of the language-based solutions. In particular, Arcum provides modular checking and modular substitution of crosscutting concepts. Furthermore, Arcum's use of stable interfaces with options that implement them is a novel approach for specifying transformations when compared to previous work on program analyses and transformations (as explained more in Section 6.3): transformations and checks are always performed from the option to the interface and then from the interface to the alternative option, rather than from one option directly to the other. As a result, even though crosscutting concept implementations cannot be explicitly modularized in the program, programmers can still get several of the benefits of modularity.
We now give more detailed comparisons with related work on language-based solutions (Section 6.1), tool-based solutions (Section 6.2), and finally program analyses and transformations (Section 6.3).
Language-Based Solutions
A language can be a solution for crosscutting code when it can provide better expressions of the kind of designs that lead to crosscutting. Often, such languages are created as extensions to existing languages.
Examples of such language-based solutions can be found in the field of aspectoriented software development (AOSD), which has introduced a host of aspect-oriented programming (AOP) languages, such as AspectJ [Kiczales et al. 2001b] . AspectJ addresses crosscutting through new abstractions, called aspects. Program reasoning is improved with the help of aspects, because code related to one concern (which would otherwise be crosscutting) can now be reasoned about in isolation. For example, Hannemann and Kiczales have shown that aspects can improve the design of many crosscutting concepts, including design patterns [2002] . However, aspect-oriented solutions often have difficulties when crosscutting concerns are encapsulated but not modularized, that is, aspects can create dependencies that make the code more brittle and harder to reason about. One solution for fully modularizing aspects in an aspect-oriented language is to employ crosscutting interfaces, or XPIs, which explicitly state the stable assumptions that aspects can depend upon [Sullivan et al. 2005; Griswold et al. 2006] . The work on XPIs, which shares common authors with this work, was partially the inspiration for Arcum's interfaces.
Other language-based solutions focus on means for programmers to better express their intentions to the programming environment. For example, Explicit Programming with Elide [Bryant et al. 2002] and the static metaprogramming system of von Dincklage [2003] allow user-defined modifiers to be applied to program elements. These modifiers can change the semantics of program element so that, for example, a class marked with appropriate serialization modifiers can have serialization methods automatically added to it. This kind of modification is something that Arcum cannot do, because the program's semantics are based entirely on the Java compiler. However, Arcum can check for the presence of such supplemental code (like serialization methods): if the code were expected, an error message would show the missing code, which could then be pasted into the program. The advantage of code generation techniques over Arcum is that unnecessary implementation details can be elided from the programmer's view. In contrast, Arcum can only elide details if some implementation makes it possible (for example, by using reflection in the case of the DJ library with the visitor pattern).
DRIVEL is a program enhancement system that, like Elide, also employs generative techniques [Tilevich and Back 2008] . DRIVEL is unique because it does not extend the syntax of the programming language; instead, programmers write Java programs that assume the presence of certain program elements. If the element is not present, DRIVEL will generate it automatically. This technique is well suited for design patterns, because the code that needs to be generated can be inferred from the context based on role usage. Again, there are trade-offs between having extra code generated and having the code presented inline in pure Java.
All of the programming language extensions discussed thus far are general purpose in their aims. In contrast, a different approach is to design domain-specific language extensions that are tailored for addressing certain specialized forms of crosscutting. For example, DemeterJ [Lieberherr and Orleans 1997] has support for the many variations of the visitor pattern and supports the customization and optimization of traversal paths. DemeterJ is the foundation for the DJ library that followed it, which enabled the option presented in Section 5.1.4. As an alternative, the MultiJava language [Clifton et al. 2000] can reduce the need for the visitor pattern in the first place through the use of multimethods. MultiJava provides a direct solution for the domain-specific problem of multiple method dispatch. It is possible that an idiom using reflection or method tables could simulate multimethods in Java, but the problem remains open if MultiJava's checks for completeness could be expressed in Arcum.
Tool-Based Solutions
A long line of programming tools are available to cope with crosscutting. In addition to text editors and the Unix grep command are tools like CScope [Steffen 1985] and IDEs, such as IBM's Eclipse (which provides automated refactoring transformations derived from the Refactoring Browser for Smalltalk [Roberts 1999]) . Refactoring tools also have the potential of improving code by reducing the liabilities associated with using programming language extensions. For example, certain design patterns implemented in Java can be refactored to more flexible AspectJ equivalents through the role-based refactoring tool of Hannemann et al. [2005] . The basic idea is to support the refactoring of crosscutting concepts like design patterns by separately recognizing the code for each role in a design pattern (with programmer interaction), and then applying microrefactorings to each of those roles to achieve macro-refactoring. Marin et al. take a similar approach, although they assemble macro-refactorings from micro-concerns, rather than roles [2005] .
Refactoring tools can be targeted to address domain-specific problems. For example, to automatically assist with the specific task of class library migration, Balaban et al. employ a rich type system and a constraint solver to automatically retarget code libraries in large codebases [2005] . Arcum's focus is on idiomatic uses and can thus capture a related subset of uses of a library as the candidate for transformation.
The Feature Oriented Refactoring (FOR) work of Liu et al. recognizes the crosscutting and nonmodular nature of the implementation of software features, which are often crosscutting [2006] . With FOR, certain types of programs can be refactored into a base program and modular feature refinements. The features are refactored and composed through the application of delegation techniques.
HyperJ is a tool-based approach to crosscutting, where specifications can be used to synthesize and compose Java programs [Tarr et al. 2002] . HyperJ operates at the component level, while Arcum can operate on fine-grained crosscutting concerns that are scattered across several modules.
The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) is a code generation approach for Java where programmer-supplied descriptions can drive the code generated, using one of several alternative implementations [Budinsky et al. 2003 ]. EMF, like Arcum, makes code development more fluid and closer to a programmer's intentions but is a pure generative system and not a refactoring (code transformation) system.
Other tools allow programmers to better express changes by understanding the program better. For example, Simonyi's Intentional Programming (IP) [1995] aims to have programmers work at the level of their intentions, allowing for easier change to programs. Instead of being a refactoring system like Arcum, IP utilizes a program-asdatabase approach: if any linked entry changes, the change follows all links backward. The REFINE system also employs a program-as-database approach, in addition to program templates, which can be used for both pattern matching and code transformation [Kotik and Markosian 1989 ]. REFINE's code transformations discussed are directed at uses such as "eliminate redundant multiplies by 1" and code mutations for test suite validation; whereas Arcum's focus is code transformation related to crosscutting idioms.
As a departure from REFINE, Kozaczynski et al. [1992] employ semantic pattern matching-including control-flow and data-flow-to recognize "concepts" as part of a code transformation system for software maintenance. Other work in this area is DMS, which is similar to that of Kozaczynski et al., but has a much wider scope [Baxter et al. 2004] . Reichenbach et al. present an approach called Program Metamorphosis [2009] , which extends the traditional refactoring paradigm. In particular, Program Metamorphosis is more flexible than traditional refactoring in two ways: (1) it allows refactorings to be composed of small steps that individually don't preserve semantics, as long as the final program has the same semantics as the original program; and (2) it permits behavioral evolution of the programs, thus not restricting the programmer to strictly semanticspreserving refactorings. Arcum shares the same philosophy of not restricting the programmer to strictly semantics-preserving transformations, allowing programmers to preserve the behavior at the interface level. However, Arcum has a modular approach to maintaining crosscutting concerns, which includes the use of common interfaces.
The iXj program transformation system for Java allows for pattern matching of code related to a crosscutting concept [Boshernitsan and Graham 2004; Boshernitsan 2006] . The iXj system is interactive and allows for programs to be changed at a level more sophisticated than a text editor's find and replace feature. The iXj system could assist the writing of Arcum concepts through its interactive features, while Arcum could complement iXj by providing a means of expressing infrastructure related to concepts and by providing continuous checking of implementations. Twinning is a similar system, focused on the parallel maintenance of a family of programs [Nita and Notkin 2010] . Twinning provides mappings between program fragments like Arcum but does not support a notion for implementation-specific code that does not have a corresponding fragment in the alternative program.
Another class of tools that can address crosscutting are static analysis tools, such as SLAM [Ball et al. 2001] , ESP [Das et al. 2002] , and PDL [Morgan et al. 2007 ]. These tools can be used to find bugs, which are often crosscutting in nature.
Program Analyses and Transformations
There has been a long line of research on specifying program analyses and transformations, including Sharlit [Tjiang and Hennessy 1992] , SPARE [Venkatesh and Fischer 1992] , System-Z [Yi and Harrison III 1993] , PAG [Alt and Martin 1995] , the k-tuple dataflow analysis framework [Masticola et al. 1995] , Dwyer and Clarke's system [1998] , Whitfield and Soffa's Gospel language [1997] , and systems based on a variety of technologies, for example, guarded rewrite rules [Lacey et al. 2002; Bravenboer et al. 2008; Lerner et al. 2005] , attribute grammars Jazayeri 1978a, 1978b; Demers et al. 1981; Carroll and Ryder 1988] , regular path queries [Sittampalam et al. 2004; Verbaere et al. 2006] , temporal logic [Steffen 1991; Lacey et al. 2002] , and Datalog/Prolog [Reps 1994; Whaley and Lam 2004; Whaley et al. 2005] . These previous systems typically take advantage of the stylized nature of the high-level descriptions in order to attain properties that would be difficult to achieve otherwise. For example, Whitfield and Soffa's Genesis system [1997] can automatically examine the interactions between different optimizations written in the Gospel language to determine the best order in which to run them. Whaley and Lam [2004] can generate highly scalable implementations for their Datalog-like specifications using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [Bryant 1992 ]. The Rhodium system [Lerner et al. 2005 ] allows analyses and transformations expressed in a domain-specific language to be proved correct fully automatically.
However, when compared to Arcum's transformation capabilities, these previous systems all specify the transformations explicitly, typically in a uni-directional way: some form of pattern matching is used to specify places in the original program to transform, and then some action is specified to be performed when a match occurs, either by using explicit action commands like Replace and CreateNode in JunGL or by providing transformed code with which to replace any matches, as in Rhodium [Lerner et al. 2005] or Stratego [Bravenboer et al. 2008] . In contrast, Arcum's style of transformations is actually very different from this explicit uni-directional approach. In Arcum, the notion of "original" and "transformed" programs are symmetric, each being tied to an Arcum option that implements the same interface. The patterns in the two options are used both for matching and code generation, allowing for seamless bi-directional transformations.
Of course, there has also been a lot of work specifically on bi-directional transformations. Broadly speaking, most computations are used to produce output from input; sometimes, however, we also want to update the output and reflect this change "backward" into the input. Such bi-directional transformations, sometimes called lenses, have been investigated in a variety of settings, including the database view/update problem [Bancilhon and Spyratos 1981; Foster et al. 2007; Barbosa et al. 2010 ], data transformations [Kennedy 2004; Bohannon et al. 2008] , XML processing [Hu et al. 2004; Kawanaka and Hosoya 2006] , and model transformations [Xiong et al. 2007] . Programming languages have even been developed, such as the Boomerang language [Bohannon et al. 2008; Foster et al. 2008] , to facilitate the development of bidirectional transformations. Arcum differs from previous research on bi-directional transformations in two significant ways. First, much of the previous work on bidirectional transformations has been done in the context of data transformers (such as XML or database transformers), not program transformers. Second, whereas previous approaches focus on the relation between two entities, an original "source" input and a transformed "view" output, Arcum makes the contribution of adding a third entity to the bi-directional transformation paradigm, namely the interface level. Indeed, a transformation like the one in the Attribute example of Figure 5 does not go directly from one concrete option to another. Instead, it goes from one concrete option up to the interface level and then back down to another option. This additional step of lifting to the interface level is precisely what provides many of the benefits of Arcum, and in particular, this interface level is what allows Arcum to easily switch back and forth from one well-defined, stable, crosscutting concern implementation to another.
There has also been a long line of work on efficiently executing program analyses and transformations, for example, by using incremental approaches [Sittampalam et al. 2004; Shankar and Bodík 2007] , BDDs [Burch et al. 1992; Berndl et al. 2003; Whaley and Lam 2004; Whaley et al. 2005] , or constraint solvers [Aiken and Fähndrich 1997; Fähndrich et al. 1998 ]. Although currently the Arcum engine is sufficiently fast for interactive use, the Arcum language could be extended with more sophisticated kinds of capabilities, for example, dataflow analysis, as mentioned in Section 7. In such a situation, some of the preceding techniques for efficient execution could be adapted to the Arcum domain to make the new Arcum environment fast enough for interactive use.
FUTURE WORK
We see at least two important future lines of inquiry regarding the Arcum approach: one regarding the practical expressiveness of Arcum, the other increasing automation through the use of concept mining.
Expressiveness. Arcum showed itself capable in a variety of applications in Section 5, but these are not comprehensive. As a starting point, we will investigate the use of Arcum for capturing additional design patterns [Gamma et al. 1995] , for example, Singleton and Model-View-Controller. In doing so, we will also explore what kinds of refactorings and checking can be done in those settings. An in-depth case study following developers working on their own projects would also be valuable.
Guided by these studies, we will be exploring ways of making the Arcum language more expressive and powerful with the addition of new language features. Using our experience to date, we have already identified that adding support for dataflow analysis in Arcum would be beneficial. This could be done either by adding new primitives to the language for common precomputed dataflow facts or by providing a means for programmers to define their own dataflow analyses (e.g., through a domain-specific language or through a programmable plug-in architecture). With the addition of dataflow analysis, the Arcum programmer would be able to perform more complicated pattern matching and express more sophisticated checks. For instance, when migrating from the old Java Vector class (which is always synchronized) to the ArrayList class (which is only synchronized when requested), the Arcum developer would benefit greatly from having a thread-escape analysis to determine when explicit synchronization is needed [Balaban et al. 2005] .
Concept Mining. If a code base hasn't been developed with Arcum from the start or a newly developed option wasn't anticipated in early development, it is possible that there are idioms hidden in the code that could be managed with an existing Arcum option. Concept mining could find all the code that potentially matches one or more options, if instantiated with the right parameters. Once matched, it would be possible to automatically generate mappings like the one in Figure 4 . Automatically generating mappings also makes the task of identifying potential refactorings more mechanical and therefore less prone to oversights by the programmer. Further still, a suite of programs could be queried as a way to anticipate Arcum options: common patterns could be identified, suggesting either new library abstractions or new Arcum options to develop.
Software Product Lines. The Arcum machinery can be used to create a compilation process for the generation of software product lines. Under product line architecture [Clements and Northrop 2001] , components can be used to describe a family of applications [Parnas 2001 ] that may have, for example, different scalability or security needs. A programmer could supply a list of mappings for each option present in the program, and then a set of alternative lists with different options. Each list would represent a software product line's variation points. Implementation requirements can be specified in the form easiest to express (e.g., a Java field) and transformed at compile time to the target product's needs (e.g., a database access). A special case would be an in-house product line instrumented with performance measurement and debugging support that would not be part of the release version of the software. Any modifications to the software in the process of improving and measuring performance would automatically be applied to all versions.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we presented Arcum, a novel approach for capturing, manipulating, and managing crosscutting concepts. Arcum is unique in its ability to declaratively capture crosscutting concepts, such as programming idioms, while also allowing bi-directional transformations. When using Arcum, programmers declaratively specify the crosscutting concepts present in their code, using interfaces and options. An interface specifies the concept at an abstract level and includes behavioral constraints that hold over all implementations. An option provides a concrete implementation of the interface using patterns that correspond to the abstract concepts of the interface.
When the programmer uses a mapping to specify that a given option instantiation is expected in the program, Arcum matches the option's patterns and checks the matched elements against the interface's behavioral constraints. If the programmer specifies that a new, different option should hold in the program, Arcum not only performs these checks for the old option, but then replaces the matched elements with the code specified in the patterns of the new option. Due to the declarative nature of the language and the continuous checking that Arcum performs, the transformation process can be run in either direction.
Our case study covered examples of crosscutting encountered "in the wild" and showed that such crosscutting can be captured and managed through declarations written with Arcum. We found that throughout our experiments, Arcum achieved its intended goal: it provided the feel of modular substitutability for nonmodular crosscutting concepts. A SearchPattern is a sequence of Java tokens with matched brackets and parentheses contained within a pair of square brackets ([· · · ]). Identifiers in the sequence can be preceded with a backtick "'", which is the escape mechanism used to refer to Arcum variables. The special variable " " matches anything, and the special variable "..." matches any sequence of constructs (such as arguments in a method call or statements in a block). An ImmediatePattern follows the same rules as SearchPattern, except the sequence is contained within a pair of angle brackets (<. . .>). A SearchPattern may have EmbeddedArcumExprs within it, but an ImmediatePattern can only have UnquotedVariables. Table II lists the types available in Arcum for matching against program fragments.
B. FORMALIZATION
This appendix gives a formal semantics to Featherweight Arcum, a simplified version of the Arcum language that captures the essence of this article's ideas. This semantics puts the informal description given in Section 4 on a sound theoretical footing. As is typically done in many existing formalisms, Featherweight Arcum tries to capture the most important features of Arcum, but it does make certain simplifications for the sake of brevity. In particular, Featherweight Arcum assumes that there are no overlapping matches (matches where two Arcum variables map to overlapping pieces of syntax) and that there is no negation (negation can be handled using stratification, as outlined in Section 4). We start by defining the language of programs manipulated by Featherweight Arcum (Section B.1) and then the actual syntax of Featherweight Arcum (Section B.2). We then continue with the solver semantics of Featherweight Arcum (Section B.3) and the transformation semantics of Featherweight Arcum (Section B.4). Finally, we present a recap example (Section B.5) that shows all the components of the formalism together working on a simple example.
B.1. Source Programs
We define the source language to be the language that Featherweight Arcum manipulates. The source language in our implementation is Java, but in our formalism of Featherweight Arcum, we can abstract away the details of the source language. We represent a program in the source language as an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). We define an AST node n to have the following.
-A label L(n) indicating what kind of node n is, for example, a plus expression (in which case the children are the arguments of the plus), an individual statement (in which case the children are the left-hand side and the right-hand side), or a sequence of statements (in which case the children are individual statements). -A list C(n) of AST children nodes. If by starting at a node n 1 and following children links transitively we reach a node n 2 , then we say that n 1 is an ancestor of n 2 , and n 2 is a descendant of n 1 . An AST must be acyclic, meaning that no child of n is allowed to also be an ancestor of n.
We denote by AST the set of all AST nodes. A source language program π is a pair r, loc , where r ∈ AST is an AST node representing the root of the program, and loc: AST Loc is a function from each AST node in the program to a unique program location where the AST node occurs. These program locations are abstract versions of concrete program locations, such as line or character numbers in a file. Each AST node in a program must have its own unique program location, but program locations can be shared across programs. Given a program π = r, loc and a program location l, we use π (l) to denote the AST node of π at location l (namely the node n that is a descendant of r and for which loc(n) = l). We denote by the set of all source programs.
B.2. Featherweight Arcum
We formalize a Featherweight Arcum program as a set A of rules of the following form.
where def is either match or define. In the case where def is match, then p represents a concept definition, such as attrSet in Figure 5 , and in the case where def is define, then p represents an internal predicate definition, such as hasA in Figure 6 . Given a Featherweight Arcum program A, we define PredName A to be the set of all predicate names p that occur in A, and MatchPredName A to be the set of predicate names in A defined using match. We model different options by using separate Featherweight Arcum programs, each containing only the match expressions from a given option. The predicate body ψ is a predicate from the following grammar. Here p is a predicate name (such as attrSet or hasA), and prim is a primitive predicate that the Arcum system provides (such as isA, hasMethod).
The nonterminal V represents identifiers that are Arcum variables, for example, setExpr, targetExpr, and val in Figure 5 . The nonterminal CodePattern (whose production rules are not shown) represents patterns over the source language. In particular, CodePattern is just like the source language, except that it also allows Arcum variables. For example, if the source language had the grammar As explained in Section 3.1, the first argument to a concept captures the program location of a match (but not the syntactic content), whereas the remaining arguments capture the syntactic content of a match (but not the program location). This distinction between the first argument and the remaining arguments of an option is reflected in a match p(V 1 , . . . , V k ){ψ} expression as follows: the first argument V 1 captures locations, whereas the remaining arguments capture syntactic content. To make the presentation simpler, we define a special nonterminal LocVar that represents the use of a variable which was defined as the first parameter of a concept, meaning that this variable only captures the location of a match.
Substitutions. We say that a ground term is either an AST node or a program location, and we denote by GroundTerm the set of ground terms. In particular, GroundTerm = AST ∪ Loc. A ground term is simply a term t, but with no Arcum variables in it.
We use θ to denote a substitution mapping Arcum variables to ground terms, and we use to represent the set of all substitutions. Given a variable V , we use θ (V ) to denote the ground term that θ maps V to. We also use θ (·) to represent substitution application for patterns. In particular, given a pattern p and a substitution θ , we use θ ( p) to represent the ground term produced by taking p and replacing each variable V in p with θ (V ). For example, if θ is [A → a+b] and p is x:= A, then θ ( p) is the AST for x:=a+b. We also use θ [x → y] to represent the substitution identical to θ , but with x mapping to y.
B.3. Predicate-Solver Semantics
Given a Featherweight Arcum program A, the predicate solver computes a result set, which is a set of facts f , with each f taken from the set of all facts Fact A . , where the semantics of a term t on a program π under substitution θ is given by the function t : × → GroundTerm, which is defined as CodePattern (θ, π) = θ (CodePattern) LocVar (θ, π) = π (θ (LocVar)).
In this definition, Prims(π ) is the set of primitive predicates for the source program π . For example, it would contain all the isA, hasMethod, etc. relations for the program π .
Least Fixed-Point Semantics. Given a function F : D → D, where D is a partially ordered set with ordering ≤, we use lfp ≤ (F) to denote the least fixed point of F, which is the least element x (according to ≤) satisfying x = F(x).
Finally, we are ready to define the predicate-solver semantics, which is given as follows.
A (π ) = KeepMatchFacts(lfp ⊆ (F A (π ))),
where
In this definition, KeepMatchFacts is used to filter out all computed facts that are not concepts (that is to say, filter out all internal predicates, such as hasA in Figure 6 ). In practice, one can implement A (π ) by starting with the empty set of facts and then repeatedly applying F A until no more changes occur.
B.4. Transformation-Engine Semantics
We now define the semantics of transforming a source program from one option to another. Let A 1 be the Featherweight Arcum program that corresponds to original option, and A 2 be the Featherweight Arcum program that corresponds to the option to which we are transforming (recall that we model different options by using separate Featherweight Arcum programs, each containing only the match expressions from a given option).
Let π 1 = r, loc 1 be the original program, and let M be the set of program locations mentioned in A 1 (π 1 ), namely M = {l | p(l, . . .) ∈ A 1 (π 1 )}. The program locations in M are the ones that will potentially be modified. Starting with π 1 , the program produced by going from option A 1 to A 2 is the program π 2 = r , loc 2 that satisfies the following two properties.
(1) A 1 (π 1 ) = A 2 (π 2 ).
(2) r ∼ r , where ∼ is a relation on AST nodes defined as follows.
Note that we implicitly lift ∼ to lists in the natural way, so that C(n) ∼ C(n ) is the conjunction of pairwise application of ∼ on the children of n and n . The intuition in the preceding definition is that for locations that are not part of any concepts (locations not in M), we simply enforce deep structural equality, whereas for locations that are part of a concept (locations in M), we force the locations to be equal. The fact that the locations of those nodes are forced to be equal, combined with A 1 (π 1 ) = A 2 (π 2 ), forces the transformations to be performed. This is best clarified with an example, which we cover next.
